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SUMMARY
I went to interview people in Karenni Refugee Camp 1. I went to
interview people who have water problems. I used the Karenni language and I
found people on the mountain. I had one week to interview, but not more time to
collect information. Many people were not in their homes when I wanted to
interview them, so I had some challenges with this research.
The water problems are rain issues, hot weather, and a far away distance to
carry water. Some people worry about water scarcity. Water is very important for
our life. This problem is especially difficult for people who live on the mountain.
Carrying water is very tiring for them and during the rainy season the road is very
slippery. If water doesn't come to their section they have to carry from another
section. Other sections are sometimes angry with them because they take their
water. They demand new wells from their leaders, but their leaders don't agree.
Environmental Health (EH) exists to protect water and give water. They
have many challenges from the public, but they don't argue with them. Many
people don't understand about water. They may not understand that water
problems are related to deforestation.
Many peoples branch out their farms and contribute to deforestation.
Water also depends on forests and mountains. We have fewer trees now and the
weather has changed. There is less rain and the weather is very hot. Water
doesn’t come out of the water hole. I had many challenges during project. Despite
my problems I still gathered helpful information.
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INTRODUCTION
Today, 91% of the world's population uses an improved drinking water
source compared to 76% in 1990. Still, there is water scarcity every year, which
affects the world's most marginalized and impoverished families health, safety
and survival. In the dry season - especially the hot months, water shortages begin.
During the wet season rain contaminates the drinking water sources. More
people use a groundwater well for drinking water.
Today, 93% of Myanmar's urban population and 72% of rural population
have access to improved drinking water sources, increased from 80% and 51%
respectively.
The purpose of my report is to present information about water problems
and clean water. There is not enough water for everybody. We need to grow
more trees, not cut down trees and not branch out farms. We need to make many
wells and cisterns. We need to store water for the hot months.
I will include literature review, methodology, results, discussion,
conclusion, references and appendices in this report.
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LITERATURE REVIEW

"Today, 91% of the world's population uses an improved drinking water
source, compared to 76% in 1990, but water scarcity still affects more than 40%
of people, across every continent. And that number's projected to increase. The
world's most marginalized and impoverished families experience water scarcity
affecting their health, safety and survival" (Petronzio, 2015).
This information is very helpful for my project because this information tells
us that water scarcity is a problem around the world. Water is very important for
people and animals. If we don’t have water everything dies.
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METHODOLOGY
I want to learn if the water in section 1 is clean. I will ask people if they
have clean water and if they have problems. I will interview, because it is easier to
collect information because some people can't write, and because people give
more information when they talk. I will ask families, older people and leaders,
because they know the problems in their family and so I collect information from
them. I will interview 6 people.
I had many challenges with this project because I have never done a
project like this before. But it is very interesting and very important. I went to
interview people far away but it was difficult to find some people because they
were working away from the home. I had to climb the mountain to meet the
people. Some people didn’t reply to my questions. I prepared questions but some
of them didn’t have answers. Some didn’t have free time for the interview. I
collected information for one week—I didn’t have more time. After, interpreting
and writing in English was so difficult for me. But this problem is not important
because many friends and teachers help me. The public also gave me information.
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RESULTS

HOT MONTHS
In the summer we met some problems because at the time water did not
come in the cistern.
One interviewee told me: "Sometime we don't take bath two day or three
day and our body smells. Sometimes we go to the farm, and when we come back
late we don't have water. Even if we go early to collect water we have to wait a
long time".
There’s not enough water in the cistern for everybody. Some people argue
with EH. Every day people use the pump. In the hot months there’s not enough
water to grow vegetables. Vegetables are very expensive so in the hot months
there is food scarcity.
An interviewee said: "We bought food every day to cook but we don’t have
enough money for our livelihood and to give to the children's schools".
Some peoples have a garden, but things don’t grow well and they can’t sell
enough vegetables. There is the same problem in Karenni State. Water scarcity
causes problems for cooking, drinking, washing, and animal health.
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RAINY SEASON

This year is problem more than last year because the last years on six
month and seven month cistern is usually full and anytime for use. This year not
raining and not come water in the cistern. Sometime the EH organization they
limit water and there is not enough for people. Some people don’t have enough
water and they argue with the EH. At raining time, the roads are very slippery and
for carry water so difficult. So in the rainy season is a problem, in the reservoirs
many muds block pipes. After water does not come to reservoirs. Many people
live near rivers so this is harmful.
The raining time so much rain falls and a lot of water flows in river, so
people who live near river move to other place. "The last year water flood so big
and my pig and pots everything have in house the water carry." Sometime so
much rain in the cistern and many wells are very dirty for drinking and use for
cooking, so it is difficult. "We want to take bath, but water's very dirty if you take
bath in your body have a ring-worm". Sometime in the rainy season there are
trees broken over the roads and very difficult to pass. So much many muds come
to pipes, the pipes are blocked and no water come. And so many have a challenge
because of rain.
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FAR AWAY TO CARRY WATER

More people, they live in the mountain. And the water don't appear on
the mountain. They are carry water so far away and go downhill and uphill, so
they are tired. One day they carry water in the morning and evening. Why to carry
at the times “because if you need water you will go to carry early in the morning
much water. If you will go at noon there is no water and so hot. The evening,
there is no water because more people use and the water is little. In the wells
there is not enough for use and you will go carry water seven o'clock because at
the time people not use."
Maybe one day or two days they do not take bath and not convenient for
daily life. If you go to water you will wait water come. So you go downhill very
easy but you will climb uphill very tired. More people have a motorbike, so they
carry water use motorbike and in the Karenni State they carry water use cows.
Some people don't have motorbike and cows, so they carry people. More people
met this problem so they demand to take water from near. They prepared pipes
but water not come. This is a challenge in their life.
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DISCUSSION
Explain why those (5) points are important.

(1) Not enough water - This is a problem because most people live in the section
1. Also the water not many. They decide to share water starting in the morning at
6:00 am to at 10:00 am and from 3:00 pm until 6:00 pm. They store water in the
cistern and move it to smaller wells in the morning and afternoon.
(2) Not clean wells - The EH organization have volunteer for clean wells, but they
often not clean maybe one month just one time they clean. If you use this water it
affects your health. Also the well sometimes very dirty so people near well often
clean it.
(3) Put medicine in water - Putting medicine is good and bad. Good because this is
medicine for protect skin and ring-worm infection. Bad because put medicine in
the water very smelly water.
(4) Block pipes - This is a problem because in the rainy season they have problem
in the reservoirs many mud blocks pipes. The rainy season so much rain falls and
water flows in river with muds and after water does not come to reservoirs.
(5) Solution takes too long time – EH will make six month plan. They made the
plan but it is sent to the director. If they are allowed to do this plan they will do. If
not allowed to do it, they will not do.
For future learning about water environment and climate change.
Because if we already know this about very helpful for our life. How to protect our
environment? Why is there climate change? We need to know how water is
related to environment. We will be prepared when there is water scarcity and to
better our life.
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CONCLUSION & RECOMMENDATIONS
In my view, this water problem is happening in our country and
community. I went to collect this information and I wrote this report about water
in the Karenni State and Karenni Refugee Camp (1). I went to interview public and
the EH water organization. Also, more problem they are met in the hot months
and dry season. Many animals are dead because they didn't drink water and
didn't eat grass. Many people live far away from wells and far away to carry water
and it takes a long time to carry water. The wet season problem is very harmful
because so much rain and water makes floods and water is very dirty for drinking
and for cooking. To prevent this problem we need to receive support from EH
organization. This report is important for all of the people living in Karenni State
and Karenni Refugee Camp 1 who have water problem. Why? Because we are
community have people don't understand how to prepare for future about water
scarcity. More people make a farm and cut down trees and then think why is
there water scarcity. And this report can help them. So I have two specific
recommendations for the problem to the EH and public:

The EH
(1) They should often clean wells.
(2) They should make more wells in every section.
(3) They must make rules and the public must follow them.
The Public
(1) The public should not branch out farms and not cut trees.
(2) The public must grow trees.
(3) The public must understand if someone has a problem and must help each
other.
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APPENDICES
Interview Questions
a) Where is the water from?
b) Does everybody have enough water?
c) How do you decide to share water?
d) How much water do you use?
e) How often do you clean the well?
f) Do you put medicine in water?
g) Were there any water problems last year?
h) What are the water problems now?
I) Which times cause more problems?
j) Do you plan for future use of water?
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 I went to collect information from people:

No
1
2
3
4
5
6

Name
Nag Meh
Poe Meh
Rose Meh
Me Meh
Soe Reh
Me Reh

Time
9:15
9:24
9:37
10:43
10:54
9:09

Section
1
1
1
1
1
14

 Ethnic population in Myanmar:
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 REFUGEE CAMPS ON THE THAILAND - MYANMAR BORDER

Source: The Border Consortium
http://www.theborderconsortium.org/media/72373/2016-08-aug-map-tbcunhcr.pdf
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